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ABSTRACT 

A determination has been made of the total pair production 

cross-section near threshold in germanium (Z=32) ~ith use .. of lithium-

drifted germanium gamma-ray detectors. The experimental results sho~ a 

systematic trend ~hen compared to the theoretical cross-sections of Bethe 

and Heitler. The ratio of experimental cross-section to the Bethe-Heitler 

theoretical value increases as the photon energy approaches threshold; 

ho~ever, the increase is more rapid than expected from the calculations 

of Jaeger and Hulme. 



• 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pair production is one of the fundamental processes of the 

interaction of photons ~ith matter. The theoretical treatment of this 

process ~as given by Bethe and Heitle:r1 (afterwards referred to as BH) 

in 1934. They calculated the cross section on the basis of the Born 

approximation in ~hich the interaction of the created electrons ~ith the 

nucleus is considered to be a small perturbation. In this approximation, 

the total. cross section is exactly proportional to z2
,. and decreases very 

2 rapidly as the photon energy approaches the threshold , 2 me . The 

criterion for the validity of the Born approximation is that 

/. << 1 and 
'2 

Ze 
, 1'iv . << 1 

~here v+ and v are the velocities of the created positron and negatron, 

respectively, and Ze is the nuclear charge. These conditions are also 

expressed as 

~here E+ and E are total energies of the respective particles in units of 

2 
me . In other ~ords, the necessary condition for the validity of the BH 

formula is that the photon energy, 2 k , in unit of me be 

k >> 
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2 
This means that at energies near threshold, 2 me,. the BH .formula may not. 

be accurate. 

2 . 3 
Later, Jaeger and Hulme and Jaeger (referred to hereafter as JH) 

calculated the·cross section as well as the energy distribution without 

using the Born approximation. . T~ey obtained an asymmetric energy distri.

bution between the positron and the negatron which is caused by the repul~ 

sion of the positron from and.the attraction·of the.negatron to the nucleus. 

The t9tal cross section for Pb was found to be considerably larger below 

·. 2.6 MeV than the BH value. 

Most of the experimental determinations of the total pair pro-

duction cross section, CJ • , have in the past been done by means of pa1r · . . 
. 4 . 

total photon absorption measurements. The total absorption coefficien~.; 

1-Ltotal' consists of three parts, L e., the photoelectric effect, the 

Compson effect, and pair production. Since the cross section for the 

Compton scattering, CJC t , is well known from the Kl:.ein-Nishirla omp on 

formula and the photoeffect is negligible. in the relevant energy region, 

CJ • can be deduced from 1-L There have been many experimental pa1r total' 

stud}.es made in this way. One of them, performed by Colgate5 shows (1) 

.good agreement of the experimental cross-section at 2.62, 4.47, and 6.13 

MeV for any material with the xheoretical value given by BH and (2) a 
/ . . 2 3 

slow increase in cross section at high z, as predicted byJH. ' However, 

there are no experimental absorption data below 2.6 MeV because~;the 

absorption method is irta4equate for the low energy region, wffiere· the 

contribution of pair production is very small compared with that of the 

Compton effect. . ,:; 
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·. 6 7 
Hahn, Baldinger and Huber , and later Dayton P,erformed relative 

determinations of a .. at 2.6, 1.8 .. and 1.33 MeV by detecting annihilation 
pa~r· 

events following pair pr.oduction with. two scintillation counters. These 

experiments :show .. a deviation of a . from the z2 dependence that .is in . · pa~r · 

close agreement with the calculations of JH. This direct method, however, 

cannot be used with radioactive sources that
1
emit two or more gamma rays, 

because the equipment accepts all pair-production events without discrim-

inating photon energies. 

In this paper we report on a measurement of the 'pair-production 

cross sections near threshold, carried out with the use of lithi~-drifted 

germanium gamma-ray detectors. The principle of the method is as follows: 

When a photon of energy k mc2 (k > 2) creates an e + _, e- pair within a 

germanium crystal, the kinetic energy of the electron pair is nearly :om·· 

pletely absorbed, whereas the annihilation photons almost alVJays escape. 

2 Thus, most pair production events result in a '.'pair peak" at (k-2) me , 

which is the so called "double-escape" peak. Since this peak is formed 

by a single process ('Whereas photopeaks and Compton background are due to 
. . . 

multiple events), it is possible by measuring_ .. the· intensities of the pair 

peaks as a function of incident photon energy to. determine the shape of the 

pair-production cross-section curve. 

The experimental procedure and results are described in the 

folloVJing section. Also described are the necessary corrections to the 

experimental data that permit the determination of the relative a . · pa~r 

curve. The experimental and theoretical cross-sections are compared in 

Section III. 
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'·. -·: :. .. 

II. · . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESuLTS . 
' . ; ; . 

' ' ' ' 

A. Measurements ·With a Single Detector .. 
·• ~ . . . 

Used in these measurements was a lithium-drifted germaniumdetector, 

2 · cm2 x 5 mm thick, that has an energy resolution (FWHM) of 2.4. k·ev at 

279 keV. The gamma-ray sources were p·laced at. 4 em from th~ surface of ·. 

the. de~ector. Some singles spectra obtained with this detector are shown· 

· in Fig. 1. Even when the incident photon energy is clos.e to 2 mc2 , the 

pair peak· can be· readily identified by its energy, which can be rather 

. accurately determined.with the germanium detector system. · The use of a 

lead absorber will provide further confirmation, if necessary, ·since it· 

' reduces the· intensities of photopeaks of lower.-energy photons. more 

effectively than it does the double,..E:;scape peaks from higher-energy 

photons. 

For e~ch gamma-ray energy, A . · and A h t. (areas of pair and · . . .· . · pa~r p o o 

.. photo peaks, respectively) were measured •. The quantity 

' ' 

where·T) h t is the photo-peak efficiency of the crystal,givesthe rat;io of ' p 0 0 

pair,..peak yield to photon intensity for each incident' photon energy. In 
···"" 

order to get a . some corrections are made to this value, which will 
pa~r· 

be discussed. in Section II':"C• The experimentai data obtained and resulting 

values of cr . (rel) are presented in Table I. At 1.17MeV the ratio Of · pau 

.. peak to .continuum is too small to allow an accurate value to be obtained. 

' ' ' 

• 
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B. Measurements with a Pair Spectrometer. 

A pair spectrometer was used in order to obtain pair-peak yields 

near threshold more accurately· than could be done from the singles:·.spectra. 

The apparatus, she>wn schematically in Fig~ 2, consisted of a lithium

drifted germanium detector of size 20 mm X 30 mm X 10. mni and two 3" ¢ X 3" 

Nai(Tl) ·scintillation counters. By adjusting the "w,indows" of both 

single-charinel analyzers to accept the 511-keV photo-peak, the scintillation 

spectrometers thus detected annihilation-radiation pairs produced in the 

germanium crystal. A 400 chai:mel pulse height analyzer, gated by the 

annihilation events, displayed the pair spectrum. A block diagram of the 

conventional coincidence system is shown in Fig. 3· The resolving time of 

the triple. coincidence circuit was varied from 40 to 60 ns, according 

to the 1 experimental-~ituation. This system was carefully checked so as to 

achieve the same coincidence characteristics throughout the energy region 

studied. 

The efficiency of the pair spectrometer, defined as the rat~o of 

pair-peak counts in a pair spectrum to those in the corresponding singles 

spectrum, is independent of the incident photorienergy, because it is 
. 2 > 

simply expressed as n~ , ·where n and ~ are the geometrical efficiency and 

the photo-peak efficiency of the Nai crystal for 511 keV photons, respec-

tively. 
. . ;.~-

Actually, the efficiency was found to be f.:. 5 pe:rcent. By use.of 

sources mixed with a standard source .. such as co60 it is possible to get 

good results even in the presence of small drifts in the system. 

In the energy region of interest, near threshold, the pair-peak 

yield is so low that these peaks were not in fact visible in the single 
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spectrum .of the germ.anium detecrtor; Similarly)- almost. all the contribu- ;. 

: tions to singles spectr~ ·of the scintillation spe'ctrometers .;ere due to . ' .. . '. .· ... : . .· .· ·. 

. ·, . 

gamma rays :;;cattered froni the ,germanium crystal and those th.at penetrated 

the lead collimator. Nevertheless~ .the coincidence. ;air spe~tra showed . 

· distince peaks, a.s illustrated in Fig. 4, since ·the triple coincidence 

condition reduced considerablyrandom coincidence rates. 

The pair-peak intensities were obtained by integrating the peak. 

areas above the continuous tail. Subtraction of the tail '\:'las believed 

to be the most effective means to remove the random coincidence counts. 

The relative pair-peak yi'elds, E, obtained in these experiments,, are 

summarized. in .Table II. As willbe seen later no correction is needed 

for these values, bec.ause the 10 mm thick crystal. was used for :Low enl'?rgy 

·• photons, that is, E:.is actually a . (relative);; palr 

c. ;Corrections to Experimental Data 
. . . 

In order to deduce the total pair-production cross section, a · 
.· pai:r' 

.. from th~. relative, pair-peak yields, E, the .following corrections must be· . 

considered: 

1. Absorption of part or all of the annihilation photon energy. in the 

crystal. This e.f.fe·ct reduces. the pair-peak yields; in the singles spec

trUm:. it shifts the pulse height.~.f the pair peak to higher values (into 

the backgr~und) and i.n the coincidence spectrum it results in loss of 

5.11-511 coincidences. However, because this effect always .arises .from 

the 511-keV photon, it has no energy dependence and hence is b.f no im-

portance for relat~ve measurements of a . as a function of photon energy. palr 
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2. Contribution of ·multiple processes~:result±:ng.in pair peaks. At higher 

energy a scattered photon that has lost part of its energy in the crystal 

still contributes to pair production. The ratio, ex , of this secondary 

process to the single process is given roughly. by 

ex ~ (l/2)d.f-Lcompton 

-where d is the thickness of the crystal, tJ. a,:ffip~ori' is the Compton absorption 

coefficient at energy k, and k . is the minimum energy of scattered photons. 
m~n 

In Fig .. 5 values of ex are pre sen ted as a funCtion of incident energy·. This 

figure sho~s that this correction is ~uite negligible in the present case 

I 

-where the thickness of the crystal -was .5 mm and 10 mm. 
> 

3. Reduction of the incident photon flux in a crystal of finite thickness. 

Because the total absorption coefficient of gamma rays, f-L , depends on the 

energy, the attenuation.factor e-f-LZ is energy dependent. This correction 

is more important -when the crystal is ·thicker. 

4. Incomplete absorption of positron-negatron.pai;rs in the finite crystal. 

The probability of complete· absorption decreases as .the incident energy 

increases. This effect, arising in the crystal surface, is considerable 

unless the crystal is sufficiently thick. · 

These t-wo corrections -were combined, and a numerical calculation 

-was performed. A. detailed description is presented in the Appendix. 

The obtained correction factors are illustrateQ. in Fig. 6. The'correction 

is at most 20 percent for a 5 mm thick crystal, and 6 percent for a 10 mrn 

thick crystal at 2.75 MeV. 



! 
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In order t.o. confirm these correction· factors e'xperimentally, a pair . 

spectrum of·Na24 was. measured.'With_ the 10 mm'thick crysta.:t.; ·as_ shown· in 

Fig .. 7. It seems .·that the lo'Wer-side .. plateau of· the .2. 7~4 MeV: pair· ., : ·:··,·- . . . .. . 

. peak, 'Which is _about 22_ percent .of the total, might be. due to the incom-

·:_. 

plete. absorption of posi tron-ne.gatron pairs. Ho'Wever, there is a similar "' 

plateau at the 1368-MeV pair peak,- 'Which is about .15 percent of the total. 

The difference :is only 7perce~t, 'Which is consistent 'Withthe calc~lated 

value of 6 percent. Therefore, the main source of these plateaus nmst ·be 

attributed-to another origin. 

The correction factors·for the 5 mm thick crystalare presented in. 

column 6 of Table I. Therelative values of cr . are tabulated in column 7· · pa1r 

.As for Table II no corr.ectic::m is necessary, because the energies: 'Were 
. ;': . . . 

SUfficiently lO'W and' the 10 mm thick; crystal 'WaS used. 

III ... PA.IR. PRODUCTION. CROSS SECTION · 
r . 

. A. Theoretical Predictions. 

l· 
The,differential· cross section givehby Bethe a:rid Heitler is· 

aS fo)..lO'W S : 

. I 

... -. '. 

E €· + .. , - + 
3 p· .· + 

dE. 
+ 

.. € € .. 
+ -· 

" _,.-'---
p -t:P-

··,.: 

. f. 

{ :03/4 
,/ 

'·. 

:-,2 2 
p+ + p 

2 E+E- + 
2 2 

?+. p 

I ~ .• ~ 

'< 

,)' 
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2 
· . 
• - 2 

.• k E -E -p:.: E E -p . _2~ :E+E _ 
( + - + - + )j} (1) E + 

3 
E + 2 2 ' .•• 2p p p~ + 

+ - p+ p+ p 

· -where E + and E _ -are the total energies of positron and negatron in un:i. ts Of 

mc2 , respectively and p + and p _ are the momenta of the respectiv_e particles, 

and the other quantities are defined by 

and 

€ = 2 ln (E + p ) 

1 = 2 ln [(E+E- + p+p- + 1) / k) 

2 2' Zr ·o 

137 ' 

·we have calculated the" total!- cross .~~c:tiOn:.· ·a ·; , hy n\unerica1· pa1r _ 

integration of ~ _ (E+), that is, 

cr . (BH) 
pa1r 

The results are tabulated in Table III. In Fig. ·8 the energy dependence of 

. crpair (BH) is sho-wn. 

'' 2 . 3 
Jaeger and Hulme and later Jaeger made more realistic calculations 

I 

·of cr . involving the interaction bet-ween nucleus and electrons. They pa1r 

obtained numerical values of cr for Z = 50, 65, and 82 at k = 3.0 
pair 

and 5.2. In-order .to deduce crpair for Z = 32 the follo-wing empirical 

formula suggested by JH may be used. 

crpair (JH) 

cr . (BH) pa1r 

= (2) 
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where a (k) is. a param¢ter depending only ori th~ photon energy. This 

ratio for Ge was found to be 1.15 and 1.04 at k = 3.0 and 5.2, respectively, 
: . . '· ·. . . 

withyse of the JR calculated values for Z ~ 50, 65, and 82. Here pair 

producticm in the electron field (triplet production) is neglec:tedj. 

because the cross section. is about 1 percent of that in 'the nl.!-clear field 

2 8 
and the threshold energy, is 4 me 

~ ,' ' 
... ~ ' .~· 

i . .';.B. . Experimental Values 

As mentioned . in Section J:,· previous· experiments have shown good 

agreement with the BH prediction at 2.6 MeY. The present experimental 

data have been normalized, as shown in Table rv; so as to agree with the 
. -

JR calculation at 2.754 MeV, which is only 4·percent higher than the BH 

value. The· experimental values are plotted irt .Fig. 8 together with the, 

BH curve .. 

In column 5 of Table IV crpair CBH) is given, and the ratio of 

(J • ( exp) to (J • (:B:t:r) .·.in column· 6. These ratios' giving deviations paJ.r paJ.r . · ··. 

from the BH prediction, are plotted as a function of energy above threshold 

in Fig. 9· This figure also. includes the theoretical curve predicted by 

JR and experimental points (shown as triangles) which are interpolated from 

. the experiments of .Hahn et al. 6 and .of Dayton 7 using the empirical: formula {2) . 

1t )is c.learly seen that the. ratio increases as the photon energy approaches 

the threshold. This systematic trend agrees qualitatively with the theory 

of Jaeger and Hulme, but the deviation seems more striking than expected 

from their calculation.' 

\ 
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Dl,.· CONCLUSION 

In t:Pe work reported .here, semiconductor detectors· have· been applied 

to the investigation of an elementary process, pair-production .. With the 

method described, pair-production cross-sections have been measured for 

photon energies ~slow as.l.077 MeV., With improvements in the technique, 

it should be possible to low·er the. experimental limit more closely to the 

threshold .. It appears, from the estimates of experimental corrections to 

the data, that the thickness of germanium crystals used in the present 

experiment is near to optimum for this type of measurement. If a very 

large crystal were to be used, multiple processes in.formation of pair 

peaks would become considerable, and if a very thin one were used_, a large 

fraction of the pair production events would be los.t from the pair peaks due 
. . 

to. the surface effect. In both cases the reliability of the cross sections· 

derived from the experimental data would be reduced. . . 
The experimental result's have revealed a ·systematic behavior of 

the cross section near the threshold. As the photon energy decreases, the 

ratio of the experimental cross section to the Bethe-Heitler cross section 

based on theBcirn approximation gradually increases. This ratio reaches a 

value of about 2 at 1.077 MeV. This feature is in qualitative agreement 

with the calculation of Jaeger and Hulme, ~hich takes into account the 

interaction between nucleus.and produced electrons. Although there is no·. 

quantitative theoretical calculation in the relevant energy regionJ the 

systematic deviation seems more conspicuous than expected from the prediction 

of Jaeger and Hulme. 
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.. :APPENDIX .• · ·coRREC.TION FOR ·INCOMPLETE A.ESORPTION oF PA::rns NEAR THE 
SURFACE OF 'A GERMANIUM CRYSTAL; 

In order to deduce the pair-production cross section from the 

pair· .. peak yield, a correction should be made for the incomplete absbrption 

of negatron··positron pairs produced near the surface of the crystal. Since 

.this correction is significant at higher energy and in this case created 
~ . . . 

pairs are emitted mostly forward;. consideration of a·simplified one-

dimensional problem vJill be sufficient. 

The direction of incident photons is assumed to be normal to the 

surface of a crystal of thickness d .rom. An event of pair production is. 

illustrated in Fig. 10. In general the created electrons have a compiicated 

angular distribution.- However the following simple approximate formula 

is -vi ell. known :8 

<P (8) dB = . Bd e 
82+ G2 

e . -1 
E 

) 

where ¢ is the number of eJe-ctrop's of total energy E in units of mc2 
• \< 

emitted at an angle e. For the present purpose it is assumed that negatrons 

and positrons are emitted at fixed 'angles e 

set at the most probabl'e angles. 

e 1 . 
and e . + 

MoreoverJ it is assumed that the negatrons 
_... 

= 

and e ) respectively, which are 
+ 

1 

W3E+ 

and positrons do not change 

direction until they have passed their practical rangest; R and R and 
1. + 

have lost their kinetic energies. · The practical range .R in mm of an 

· electron of kinetic energy T in mc2 is approximated· by the formula 9 · 
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:R 0.503 T - o.i76.[1 - exp (-- Tjo:36)~L. 

The available lengths L and L in the germanium crystal. (see Fig. 10.) 
+ . 

.. are simply 

L = 
. ; -

cos e ~
d,..:z · 

L 
+ 

·,-.-· 

· The probability that an electron pair created at depth .z with positron· 

energy E .· is given by a step function + .. 

J 
1, when L• > 

F(E',-z) .. 
+· 

1 0 · otherwise 
. ' 

/ 
/ 

/ 

Then the attenuation factor f(z) is expressed 

R and 

as.·. 

. f\~1'· F(E .. z )¢ (E ) dE. 
'1 . .. +' .. + . +. ' ... 

f(z) -.•. ~ 

[

. k:..l· ·.. .. .· 
·. <P(E_)~ 

:....1 . + + 

L + > R+ 

',;,:._ 

where <P(E), the differential cross section of pair-production, is given 

in Eq_. (1) .. ·Of course; a.ll these value's depend on the .incident photon 

energy. An example of the· variation of. 1 +' R+,, and F (E~·z) and <:P(E) 

withE+ is presented in Fig. lL ·The shaded area corresponds tci the 

number of pairs that do not contribute to the formation of a ;pair peak 

because of the incomplete absorption of total kinetic energy. The 

function f(z) is iilustrated in Fig. 12 with various photon energies .. 

The overall correction factor g vias obtained by .inte·gration of 

f(z).: 

,, .,.· 

• 
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.. 1 rd .. (z). e-IJ.Z 
g = ,'-·a Jo f dz , 

i. 
where iJ. is the total absorption coefficient -of photons. The dependence 

of g on photon energy is presented in Fig_. 6 after normalization at 

\..' k = 2.0. 

The numerical calculation was performed with. use of an IBM 

7094 computer. 

,/ 
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Photon 
enerf'SY 

... (M~Y)," 

1.173 

1.278 

1.332 

1.368 

1.407 

1.477 

1.596 

1.837 

2.185 

2.318 

2.754. 

.. 
'l 

Table I. Summary of results on CJ • (relative) ::Jbtained from singles spectra. pa1r 

Isotope A . /A h t TJphoto E Corfectj;on ° ·· ;·,; · CJ pair· palr p o o factor'- ~c (relati_ve) 

Co60 4.0 ± 1.0 ( -2)a 8.80 3·5 ± 0.9 (-l)a 0.995 3.5 ± 0.9 (-l)a 
'.· 

Na22 1.1 ± 0.2 (-1) 7.00 7·7 ± 1.4 (-1) 0-990 7.8 ± 1.4 (-1) 
Co60 1. 93± :o·;lo( -1) 6.45 l. 25± 0 . 06 ., (b) 0.987 1.27± 0-.06 (0) 
Na24 2 . 50± 0 . 20 ( -1) 6.05 1.51± 0.12 (o) 0.985 1.53± 0.12 (o) 

Eu 152 3.40± 0.20(-1) 5.60 l. 90± 0 .11 ( 0) 0.983 l. 93± 0 .11 ( 0) 

Mo 93m · 5.49± 0.25(-1) 5·15 2.78± 0.13 (0) 0.976 2 . 85± 0 .13 ·( 0) 
lal40 9.40± 0.50( -1) 4.15 3.90± 0.21 (o) 0.967 4.03± 0.22 (0) 
y88 

.. 

2.43± o.1o((o) 3·03 7.36± 0.30 (o) 0.942 7.81± 0;32 (o) 
Nb90 5.89± 0.20 (o) 2.05 1.21± 0.04 (1) o-.897 1.35± 0.'05 (1) 
Nb90 7~42± 0.20 (o) 1.73 . •1.28± 0.03 (1) 0.880 1.45± o·.o4 (1) 
Na24 1.50± 0.05 (1) 1.15 l. 73± 0.06 (1) 0.840. 2.06± 0.08 (1) 

a 4 . 0 ± l. 0 ( -2) "" (4.0 ± 1.0) X 10-2 

b Calculated for the 5-mm thick crystal. 
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Table II. Relative pair-peak yields (E), and cr .· (relative) 

. . . pa1r 

Photon energy 
. (MeV) 

·1.33~ ·. 

. i.278,· 

1.173·' 

1.115. 

1.077 

.·.)btained -with the pair spectrometer. 

·-.... .. 

I:;;otcipe , 

.Co60 

Na22 . 

Co60 

Zn 65 

86 
Rb. 

E 

i.oo 
. 0,628 ± 0.019. 

0.188 ± 0.007 

0. 054 ± 0 . 004 .. 

0.0138± 0.0012 

C.)rrection
8 

factor 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00. 

·i.oo 

a Calculated for the 10-mm thick crystal.· 

.·. 

... ., 

\· 
,\· 

' 

'. ~ ... 
., 

.... 

. .. 

. '· 

(J • ·. palr . 
(relat:Lve) 

1.00 

0.628 ± 0.019 

.. 0;188 ± 0.007 

. o·.o5~ ± ;.oo4 · 

0.0138± 0.0012 
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Table III. Total pair:-production cross sectio~s in units of. <li = Zr 0 
2/137 

calculated with the Bethe-Heitler formula. 

,. 

k cr . ·;<li . k () . /¢ pa1r · · paJ.r · 
' '<r 

2.020 0.2027 (-5)a 3.700 0.2462 (o) 
2.030 0.6779 ( -5} 3.800 0.2725 (o) 
2.040 0.1586 (-4) 3.900 0.2993 (o) 
2.0)0 0.3058 ( -4) 4.000 0.3266 (0) 
2.060 ', 0.5213 ( -4) 4.200 0.3826 (o) 
2.070 0.8170 ( -·4) 4.400 0.4398 (0) 
2.080 0.1204 ( -3) '4.600' 0.4979 (0) ' 
2.100 0.2290. (-3) 4.800 0.5565 (o) 
2.120 0.3856 (-3) 5.000 0.6155 (0) 
2.140 0.5967 ( -3) 5.200 0.6747 (0) 

2.160 0.8684 ( -3) 5.400 0.7337 (o) 
' 2.180 0.1206 (--2) 5.600 0.7926 (6) 

2.200 0.1613 (-2) 5.800 0.8512 (o) 
2.250 0.4825 (-2) 6.000 0.9095 (d) 
2.300 0.4825 ( ·-2) 6.500 0.1053 (1) 
2.350 0.7227 (-2) 7.000 0.1193 (1) 
2.400 0.1019 (-1) 7.500 0.1329 (1) 
2.450 0.1372 (~1) 8.000 0.1461 (1) 
2.500 "0.1782 (-1) .8.500 0;1589 (1) 
2.600 0.2769 ( -·1) 9.000 0.1713 (1) 

2.700 0.3974 (-1) 9.500 0.1834 (1) 
' > 2.800 0.5380 (.-1) ' 10.000 0.1950 (1) I 

! I 

2.900 0.6973· ( -1) 11.000 0.2172 (1) 
' 3.000 0.8738 ( -1) 12.000 0.2382 (1) 

' 3.100 0.1066 (0) 13.000 0.2579 (1) ' 
3.200 0.1271 (o) 15.000 0.2942 (1) 
3·300 0.1490 (o) 20.000 0.3708 (1) ' 
3.400 0.1719 (o) 30.000 0.4846 (1) 
3.500 0.1959 (0) 50.000 ' 0.6346 (1) 
3.600 0.2207 (0) 

.... a ·o.2027. ( -5) = 0.2027 X 10-5 
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Table rv. Experimental pair--pr;ductbrt cross sections iri comparison with the Bethe- Hei tler 
cross sections. 

Photon energy Isotope cJpair (exp) cJ . · (BH) 
.palr 

~ ·e;. . . ( exp)·/cr ·.: :• ( BH) palr · _. ·.· palr · 
MeV k 

. ::1 -., .. 

1.077 2.108 . Rb86 5· 76 -~ 0.50 (~4 )a 2 . 855 ( -4 /~ ·. .. 2.02 ± 0.18 

1.115 2.182 65 2.33 ±_0.17 (-3) . 1.243 (-3) 1.82 ± 0.14 Zn · 

1.173. 2.295 . c 60 7.86 ± o;29 (..:3) 4.614 (-3). 1.70 ± 0.01' 0 . 

. · 1.278 2.500 . N 22 . 2.63 ± 0.08 (-2), 1.781 (~2) r.48 ± .o.o5 a . 

1.332 .2_.607 
.60 

.. ·. 4.18 ± 0~43 (-2) - 2.846 __ (-2) 1.47 ± 0.05 Co · 

1.368 .·.2.67'7 
. ·. 24 

5:18 ± 0.16 ( -2)c ·3.677 (-2) 1.41 ± o.o4 · Na . 
. . 

1.407 '2.753 
. 152 

Eu 6. 36 ± '0 .j6 ( -2) 4.693 ( -2) .. ·1.36 ± 0.08 

1.477 .· . 2.890 ·. 93m 
9·39 ± 0.43 (~2) 6 ~ 804 (~2) 1:.38 ±. 0.07 ·. Mo .. 

1. 5.96 3.123 L8140 . 1.32 ± 0.07 (-1). 1.112 ("'1} 1.19 ± 0.06 

1.837 ).594 
. \ 88' 

2.58 ± O.ll (-1) 2.191 (-1) 1.18 ± 0.05 ·Y 

'2.185 _4.276 Nb90 4.43 ± 0.16 (-1) . 4.041 (-1) 1.10 ± 0.04. 
·. 90. 

4.78 ·±. 'o.i3 (-i) 4.791- ( ~1) 
. . 

2.318. 4.536 ·Nb .. 1.00 ± 0.0,3 
24 .. 

7.60 ± 0.23 (-l)b,c 
.. 

2.754 . 5.389 Na . · .. 7.303 (-1} l.o4_·· ± o._o3 
, .. 

. . . . . ~ .· .·· . . 4 . 
a • .· 5. 76 ± 0 • 50 ( -4) · ( 5 • 76 ± 0 . 50) x 10-

_.,.._ ... 

b •. Nor~lized at 2.754 MeV to the JH value, which is 4% higher than the BH value. 

c. These relative values -were obtained from a pair spectrum of Na24 , being co~~idered as ·· 
.~·-. 

· most reliable. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

2 
Fig. 1. .'Some singles spectra taken with a 2 em X 5 mm thick lithium- .. 

drifted germanium detector, showing.the pair-production peaks from 

22 . .' 60 
sources of Na and Co . 

Fig~ 2. Schematic view of the pair spectrometer. 

Fig. 3· .Block circuit diagram of the pair spectrometer. 

Fig. 4. Some pair ·spectra taken with the pair spectrometer, showing also 

singles spectra from the same sources. 

Fig. 5· Rough estimate of a ratio o: of multiple processes. to single 

process in formation of a pair peak. 

Fig. 6. Overall correcti·on factor to pair-peak yields as a function of 

. . 
incident photon energy, for detector thicknesses .of 5 mm and 10 mm. 

24 . 
Fig~- 7. Singles and pair-spectrc:meter spectra from Na . · ·Dimensions' of 

the Ge(Li} detector were: 20 mm x.30mm X 10 mm. 

Fig. 8. Pair production cross section versus photon energy above threshold. 

The calculated Bethe-Heitler curve is shown together with the experimental 

values, normalized at 2. 754 MeV· as des.cribed·' in·j;he: text. 

The ratio of a . (eX:p)ja . (BH). 
. pa1r pa1r · The JH curve extrapolated from 

high-Z values is also shown. The triangles represent interpolated 

values froni the. exPeriments of Hahn et. aL 6 and of Dayton 7 ~ 

Fig. 10. Diagram of a pair-production event in a germanium crystal. 

Fig. 11. Illustration of length L, range R and the probability function 

versus positron· energy. 

Fig. 12. Attenuation factor f(z) versus ci~:z. for an incident energy. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, m~thod, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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